
 
 
 
Wed April 3rd TT makes a public announcement describing a new opt-in role, SA911. That 
same day user negrostrike noted in the GBS channel that joining this role gave access to an 
admin-only room 
 

 
 
It was discovered that this room had been set up specifically for the character assassination and 
expulsion of an SA discord admin for what would later seem to be political reasons. 
 

 
People who had nothing to do with it were branded as white nationalists and outed 



 

 
 
Immediately after the banning, TT noticed that banning one of the most active and engaged 
admins had a noticeable effect on the server’s overall activity levels 
 

 
 
 

 
 
Wherein it is revealed just how much of a giant insecure baby TT really is. 
 
Because of the sa911 role fuckup this whole kangaroo court was leaked almost ONE WHOLE 
YEAR after these incidents. Naturally much comedy followed, and that would have been the end 
of it except 
 

TEMPUS THALES HAD POSTED 
PERSONALLY IDENTIFIABLE 
INFORMATION ABOUT HIMSELF, FAT32, 
AND IAMKALE IN THIS CHANNEL 



TT got on Kiwifarms radar after some heavy handed incompetence in the Lowtax discord 
server, where they noticed that he has HIS REAL FIRST AND LAST NAME on his PUBLIC 
DISCORD PROFILE 
 
 
All this happened because the SA911 role in discord was not properly configured before public 
release. However, instead of admitting the mistake and apologizing, TT concocted a cover story 
about BroBot being hacked.  
 
BROBOT WAS NEVER BROKEN OR HACKED. ACCESS TO AN ADMIN 
CHANNEL HAPPENED ONLY BECAUSE TT FUCKED UP THE SA911 
ROLE PERMISSIONS IN DISCORD 
 

 
 
TEMPUS THALES MASSIVE INCOMPETENCE CAUSED THE DOXXING 
OF HIMSELF AND TWO OF HIS FRIENDS 
 
And instead of apologizing and working to correct the mistake, he doubled down on his cover story which 
has had massive repercussions all over the GDN network 
 

 

 
He allowed his friend to work almost 10 hours fixing a non existant 
breach, instead of just admitting and apologizing there was no hack 



One of the largest servers affected was the gaming community of Serious 
Overchill, where FAT32 was a founding member.  
 
SROC went into immediate damage control and began nuking all their moderator 
chats for no reason 

 



This screenshot is a W I D E   B O Y  
 

Of course instead of admitting he was responsible for everything, TT 
simply deflects and defames  
 
 
 
 
 
 
No doxxing of any kind is revealed in this outline, just the true sad story of gross 
incompetence and dishonesty 


